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Public Trust Tidelands in Mississippi: Implementation of the Phillips
Petroleum Decision

Margaret Anne Bretz
Public Trust Tidelands Division

The subject of public trust tidelands has attracted popular attention
in Mississippi for more than twoyears. This is due to a 1988decision,Phillips
Petroleum v. State 484 U.S. 469, in which the United States Supreme Court
affirmed the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision two years earlier, Cinque
Bambini v. State 491 So. 2d 508, that all lands subject to the ebb and flow of
the tide, up to the line of mean high tide and regardless of the navigability of
the waters over them, belong to the state in trust for its people.

The public trust doctrine did not make its Mississippi debut in the
Bambini decision; Bambini upheld an unbroken line of judicial decisions
stretching back more than a century. Why all the fuss? The decision was
made to implement the publictrust doctrine. Mississippi's Secretary of State,
Dick Molpus, is the elected officialresponsible for the administration of public
lands, including trust lands. He accepted the obligations of trusteeship and
immediately set in motion a series of events aimed at establishing a
comprehensive program of tidelands management which would ensure
maximum benefit of the tidelands and submerged lands for all citizens of the
state.

In June, 1988, four months after the Phillips Petroleum decision,
Molpus appointed a 26-memberBlue Ribbon Commission consistingalmost
exclusively of residents of Mississippi's three coastal counties and asked the
group to make comprehensive recommendations for administration of the
public tidelands trust. The commission was assisted by a team of technical
experts from the Secretary of State's office (including the Assistant Secretary
for Public Lands and Elections and the Director of Public Lands), the Bureau
of Marine Resources, the Bureau of Geology, and the Attorney General's
office. To assist the Commission further, and to implement the tidelands
program once established, Molpusopened a satelliteofficeon the Gulf Coast,
160 miles from Jackson, the state capital, and staffed it with a lawyerand an
administrative assistant.

The commission, through the work of five committees, studied five
areas of tidelands concerns: the boundary question; conservation and
development; lease program management; littoral and riparian rights; and
taxation. The commission met, as a whole and in committees, over a period
of six months in open meetings in each of the coast counties. Every meeting
was advertised to the public; there was broad media coverage. At every
meeting, every member of the public who wished to speak was heard.
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An interim report was published and public hearings were held in
each of the coastal counties. A comprehensive final report addressing each
of the five areas of concern was then submitted to Molpus, who adopted the
report and made it available to the Mississippi State Legislature when it
convened in January, 1989.

During its 1989 session, the Legislature enacted a Tidelands bill
(Senate Bill 2780,MCA 29-15-1 et seq.) which responsibly incorporated most
of the commission's recommendations, includinga direction to the Secretary
of State to prepare a preliminary map of public trust tidelands. The
legislaturerecognized the ambulatorynature of the trust boundary, as had the
Bambini decision, and as recommended by the Blue Ribbon Commission.
The Secretary of State was logically directed by the Tidelands Act to depict
the trust boundary "as the current mean high water line where shoreline is
undeveloped...". By far the greater part of Mississippi's coastline, including
bays, tidal rivers, and bayous, is in its natural state.

However, the Legislature departed from commission
recommendations in one crucial respect. The commission had advised that
the tidelandsboundary in developed, or filled areas, be fixedat the mean high
water line immediately priorto the time of development or fill. By following
this directive, natural changeswhich served to ambulate the boundary would
be recognized and fill would be excluded. However, the Legislature directed
that "in developed areas or where there have been encroachments, [the
Secretary of State's preliminary] maps shall depict the boundary as the
determinable mean high water line nearest the effective date of the Coastal
Wetlands Protection Act." The Wetlands Protection Act (MCA 49-27-1 et
seq.) had been adopted in 1973 to halt wetlands loss caused by wholesale
dredge and fill operations. The result of this provision of the Tidelands Act
is to give to their current occupants all filled tidelands, regardless of whether
the fill was authorized, as long as the filling was accomplished prior to 1973.
Although the acreage of filled tidelands in Mississippi is comparatively low,
it includes the most valuable and most accessiblewaterfront property on the
Gulf Coast, including 26 miles of pumped in sand beaches, which are the
area's major tourist attraction.

Immediately following the 1988 legislative session, Molpus filed suit
in Jackson for a declaratory judgment that the portion of the Tidelands Act
discussed aboveviolatesthat sectionof the state's constitutionwhich prohibits
the donation of public lands to private persons or corporations. This suit by
the State, through the Secretary of State, against the State, is admittedly
unusual. This suit has been stayed, however, pending resolution of the
identical issue in a suit pending on the coast, referred to as the Byrd suit
(William D. Byrd v. State of Mississippi, et al, No. 17,879 in the Chancery
Court of Harrison County, Mississippi, Second Judicial District).
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The Byrd suit had been filed during the 1989 legislative session to
confirm title to a parcel of filled property south of the seawall in Biloxi.
Improvements on the propertyconsistof aJapanese car dealership. The state
was named as principal defendant. After enactment of the Tidelands bill, the
suitwasamended to seekdeclaratory judgment on the constitutional question;
the complaint asamended isvirtually identical in relevant respects to the suit
brought in Jackson by the Secretary of State. But because the original
complaint in Byrdpredated the Secretary of State's suit,and probably because
it was to be heard on the coast rather than in Jackson, the issue has been
advanced through the local suit.

That issue, as stated above, is the constitutionality of the attempted
grandfathering of tidelands filled prior to 1973. Additionally, the Secretary of
Statehasadvanced public trust arguments against the attemptedalienation of
filled tidelands.

Argument on the declaratory judgment was heard on 18April 1990.
The same chancellor whose tidelands opinion had been affirmed by the
Mississippi Supreme Court in Bambini and by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Phillips Petroleum ruled immediately following oral argument that the
Tidelands Act isconstitutional. His written reasons, filed twodays later, made
interesting references to history, themosquito problem, and evenreligion, but
few references to legal precedent.

Needless to say, thatjudgment hasbeen appealed by the Secretary of
State to Mississippi's Supreme Court. The record has been lodged and
appellant's original brief is due November, 1990.

Shortly after the decision of the Chancery Court, the Secretary of
State, inaccordance with his legislative directive, published Preliminary Maps
of thePublic Trust Tidelands. Themaps use four legends to distinguish three
types of areas. First are those areas which are in an essentially natural
condition; in these areas the public trust boundary istoday's mean high water
line. Secondly, themaps show areas where dredging artificially brought tidal
influence to an area not previously subject to the ebb and flow of the tide;
the trust disclaims ownership of these areas although there is usually a
servitude or casement of public use in these areas. Thirdly, the maps
delineate those areas which have been filled and show the approximate
location of the historic and of the current mean high water line on these
properties. Finally, while not separately delineated, the mapsdo note that the
publictrust boundaryis the toe of anyseawall where beach renourishment has
occurred.

The Tidelands Act provided for a 60-day comment period following
publication of the maps, after which the Secretary of State had 20 days to
revise the maps "accordingly" and publish final maps. Because of the contest
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between the historic line and the 1973 line, which is to be decided by the court
as discussed above, the Secretary of State has been enjoined from further
implementation of the Tidelands Act pending resolution of that issue.

Boundary determinations continue to be made, however, on a
case-by-case basis in areas which are not under challenge. In 1989, the
Secretary of State instituted a program of expedited boundary determination
for propertieswhich are subject to imminent transfer. In areas where there
has not been any substantial fill below the line of mean high tide, or which are
still in their natural state, or which border an artificially created or expanded
body of water, the Public Lands Division of the Secretary of State's office
issues the owner or seller a letter confirming that the public trust boundary
is the current mean high water line or that the property is unaffected by
tidelands considerations. These letters are relied upon by lending institutions
and title insurance companies. As a result, property transfers continue to be
made unhindered.

Although the nature of filled properties as publicor private has not
yet been finally decided, in all other areas there seems to be general
acceptance of public ownership of lands under tidally-affected waters. The
challenge to the Secretaryof State at this time is to execute leaseswith those
who occupy public tidelands in a manner which exceeds certain statutorily
authorized uses. Administrative rules for leasing have been adopted and in
use for more than a year; with experience, hopefully, comes the wisdom with
which to anticipate and resolve problems before they arise.

Implementation of the Phillips Petroleum decision in Mississippi is
well on its way. The framework is in place and the public appears to
generally accept andacknowledge trust ownership. The Mississippi Supreme
Court has before it the final decision on the extent of that trust which they
resolutely affirmed in 1986. We await the Court's decision, and in the
meantime are working to establish leases in the as-yet-uncontested areas.
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Qualitative Analysis of a Coastal Region Within a Geographic Information
System

Douglas A. Gaffney
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Philadelphia District

Abstract

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are gaining popularity as
evaluative tools for spatially related data. As with any computer-generated
product, caution must be exercised when interpreting the results of GIS.
Additionally, common analytical methods are not suitable for every
application. Ingenuity is further required for GIS in the coastal zone due to
the differences in land and water attributes.

A GIS was used to locate optimum deployment sites for the Delbuoy
wave-powered desalinator. Ocean wave conditions required for the efficient
operation of Delbuoy were combined with the human geography of an arid
coastal region. Using common demographic, economic, and climatic variables,
the islands of the Eastern Caribbean Sea were classified by their perceived
need for water produced by Delbuoy. Using wave climate parameters,
locations were found which met inherent physical requirements ofDelbuoy.

It is essential to recognize when variables are qualitative versus
quantitative. If"need" were adefined quantity, multivariate statistical analysis
could have been performed on the dependent variables (island attributes).
Since this was not the case, other methods were used to investigate the effect
of the attributes on "need" and to arrive at indices from which optimal sites
could bechosen. Often, land-oriented GIS analyses sum attributes based on
value judgments (ie. weighting factors) or by overlaying all available attributes
and obtaining an unwieldy number ofthematic categories. Additionally, these
methods fall short in the nearshore zone due to disparate land and ocean
attributes.

Principal Component Analysis was used to remove colinearity from
the attributes for use in cluster analysis. Clustering determined similar groups
ofislands. Cluster analysis can provide insight on the interrelationship ofthe
islands and how the attributes describe need in an arithmetic overlay. Results
of the cluster analysis were directed back toward the arithmetic overlay to
improve the weighting factors.

The problem of mixing ocean and land attributes of the coastal zone
was somewhat resolved by presenting the composite need and wave climate
categories onone map. Regions ofgreat need and good wave conditions were
easily seen. Results of the qualitative analysis, geographically presented,
vividly pinpointed locations for more detailed analysis.
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Introduction

A viable alternative to fossil fuel-powered desalination exists which
utilizes the untapped, renewable resource of ocean wave energy. That
alternative is the Delbuoy system, a wave-powered, saltwater desalinator
designed to be small-scale and of low cost for regions which cannot afford
large capital investment or the burden of high operating and maintenance
costs (Pleass, 1978). Costs ofmaterials, operation, maintenance, project size,
useful life, and site selection are a few of the many considerations in the
decision-making process of a successful engineering project. Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) are commonly used in the site selection process.

Certain elementsof the Delbuoy system arequantifiable and canbe
generally agreed upon, such as the most efficient wave parameters for
powering the pump. Other considerations, such as need for supplemental
supplies of freshwater, are far more ambiguous. This research centered on
site selection and used need for water produced by Delbuoy and the wave
climate most suitable for Delbuoy as the two main criteria in the
decision-making process.

Goals

The objective of this research was to develop a methodology which
incorporated the suitability of the wave climate and the perceived need for
fresh water in order to arrive at optimal locations for Delbuoy. Since
resources are very limited, especially in the third world, optimization is
important for both the end-user and producer. In addition, new,
unconventional technology must be proven before it is embraced by society.
Therefore, the future success of Delbuoy may depend on optimal site
deployment. A model was required which quantitatively describes the
relationships between man, machine, and nature. A two-phase "zoom"
approach was taken toevaluate the Eastern Caribbean Sea. Phase I evaluated
the region by quantifying factors on a spatial scale of islands. Parallel
evaluations of land and ocean attributes were conducted and the results
coalesced into acomposite. Phase II focused in detail onthecoastal zone in
which Delbuoy would be placed (Gaffney, 1989), but is not described in this
paper.

Constraints on the Model

Constraints areadded factors whichmust be taken into accountin the
solution of a problem. Characteristics of the Delbuoy pump were developed
by Hicks during scale modeling (Hicks, 1986). The range of most efficient
wave heights for the prototype Delbuoy is 1.9-4.5 ft (0.62-1.48 m), with an
optimum at 2.2 ft (0.72 m). Delbuoy has abroad frequency band response to
incident waves. In the range ofhighest efficiencies, wave periods ranging from
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approximately 3.1-5.6 seconds produce the most power.

Optimization

Once the problem was formulated and goals set within permissible
outcomes, the best alternative wasdesired. The wave height and wave period
ranges constituted validating criteria for optimizing the wave climate
suitability. Similar criteria do not exist to validate the level of human need for
supplemented fresh water sources. Demographic and economic factors have
been used to define need. Need thus defined has been used to provide a
model optimum.

Procedure

The National Climatic Data Center's collection of Marine Surface
Observations was used to determine average wave height and period to
identify areas with suitable wave energy. For each 1° square, waves were
grouped by direction of propagation. It was found that 60-80% of all waves in
the Eastern Caribbean came from the northeast and 15-30% came from the
southeast, corresponding to the tradewinds. The mean wave height was
calculated for each direction in each subsquare. All means fell within the
range for most efficient Delbuoy operation. The percentage of wave heights
above 15 m was tabulated for each 1° square. Since waves above 1.48 m
were determined to be less efficient, the larger percentages correspond to
areas less suitable for the current configuration of Delbuoy.

Wave periodis codifiedsuch that "2" represents periods < 5 seconds,
3 = 6-7 seconds, 4 = 8-9 seconds, etc. Precision was lacking, in light of the
fact that Delbuoy's optimal range falls within a single code. Mean period was
determined for each 1° square and ranged from 3.6-5.0 seconds.

Overall Wave Suitability

An indication of the overall suitability of the wave climate for each
subsquare wasdeveloped by recognizing the mostefficient waves for Delbuoy.
Sincethe averages for all subsquares arewithin the requirements for efficient
Delbuoy operation, a way of optimizing is needed. If H (wave height) andT
(wave period) are plotted for a particular subsquare, the vectorial distance
from the optimum point cangive an indication of optimality. The percentage
of waves above 1.5 m in height was added as an indication of unusable wave
energy. A suitability factor, S, was thus calculated. Finally, to compare the
amount of power actually extractable, the average wave power, P, was divided
by S. In this way, high-energy wave fields were compared to those with less
energy so as to reflect the amount of energy which can be realized by
Delbuoy.
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Determining the Need for Delbuoy

It would have been most direct to obtain a data set of fresh water
costs and compare them to the cost of water produced by Delbuoy to
determine where to deploy the desalinator. Water costs alone, however,
cannot be considered the ultimate measure of an island's need for Delbuoy.
It is also virtually impossible to adequately compare the true water costs to
society due to wide variations in local costs, government subsidizing, sources
and qualities of potable water. Additionally, geographical variations in
Delbuoy operational efficiency and installation costs would have to be
considered in this comparison.

The following regional socioeconomic variables were available for the year
1987: precipitation; infant mortality; population density; arable land per
capita; energy consumption; percentage of household budget spent onenergy
and water; gross domestic product per capita (GDP); total land area; and
imported food costs. These perceived measures of an island's need for fresh
water are further described in the following section.

The nine thematic features (attributes) were used to identify theneed
for water produced byDelbuoy (need index). Within-site analysis (Miles and
Huberman, 1984) evaluated the role each attribute plays in determining a
need for Delbuoy on any particular island (site). A modified "effects matrix"
was used to tabulate, codify, weight, and evaluate theeffecteach attribute has
on quantifying an index of need.

The availability of potable water in an island hydrologic system is
related tosurface runoff, precipitation, cvapotranspiration, and infiltration into
the soil and ground water storage (Alford, 1984). Precipitation is the single
most determinant factor in hydrologically evaluating sites in the Caribbean
region and has been used as the prime indicator ofwater resource availability.
The distribution of precipitation varies greatly spatially and temporally.
Topography plays a role in causing rainfall. Mountainous regions of some
islands can receive up to 200 inches while the coastal plains receive far less.
Total land areahas been included as an attribute due to its perceived effect
on climate and on the availability of ground water.

High rainfall does not insure adequate quantity orquality of potable
water, as case studies show bacterial contamination and high salinities
prevalent on these islands (PAHO, 1983). An indication of health as related
to water quality can be found in infant mortality. Populations having little
access tosafe drinking water are generally those with low life expectancy, high
infant mortality, and low per capita income (PAHO, 1983). Yearly infant
deaths/lOOO live births have been gathered for each island or political entity.

The smaller, drier islands often supplement water supplies by
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importingit from neighboring islands andgenerally paymuch more for water.
The percentage of householdbudget spent on water and energywas available
for most of the islands. While a valid indicationof water costs to households,
this measure is not an accurate indicator of the true cost of water to society.
Trinidad and Tobago, for example, subsidize publicwater, resulting in a very
low percentage of household budgetbeingspenton waterand energy(PAHO,
1983).

Forces which constrain a country from developing a clean, plentiful
water supply are often economic. Unfortunately, conventional desalination
methods all use fossil fuel-based power to operate and require large capital
expenditure and maintenance. To measure an island's inability to produce
fresh water by desalination, measures of wealth and energy usage were used.
Per capita gross domestic product (GDP) can give an indication of the
economic power of a nation to develop. Energy consumption per capita was
used as an indication of the availability of energy to the population.
Generally, a higher energy consumption reflects a society that has a higher
standard of living. However, by itself, centralized electricity doesnot guarantee
a higher standard of living.

Population density may indicate the supply of available resources
relative to the humandemands beingplaced uponthem. Any environment can
support onlya finite numberof people; it was surmised that a highpopulation
density will be present on islands having sufficient resources.

Indicators relating to the inherent ability of Delbuoy to increase
agriculture by supplying water were acres of arable land per capita and
imported food expense per capita. Imported food expenditures relate to a
society's ability/inability to supply basic food needs of the population, but it
can be skewed by tourism.

An iterative process which utilized arithmetic overlay, principal
components analysis, andcluster analysis was used to converge on an optimal
solution. Cross-site analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1984) was the comparison
of the different islands to address the original goal of determining the optimal
island for Delbuoy deployment.

Arithmetic overlay

An arithmetic overlay procedure (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1977) was used to determine an index of need for each island. Each attribute
was codified and weighted positively or negatively according to its perceived
value described earlier. Weighted attributes were then added together to
produce a composite map of need for Delbuoy. Codings attempted to cancel
pB3 the effectsof disparate ordersof magnitude. The resulting indexof need
ranged from nominalvalues of -0.96 to 5.16. The higher the index, the lower
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the island's perceived need for water produced by Delbuoy. In gathering and
evaluating the attributes, several weightings and manipulations were
conducted, all resulting in basically the same conclusions regarding the
neediest islands when using the same evaluation philosophy.

An evaluation is a judgement, made by an evaluator, using a specific
value system, at a certain time, for a specified purpose (Sincoff and Dajani,
1976). As such, if any component of the judgement changes, the evaluation
will result in a different solution to the problem. Therefore, some questions
needed to be asked to address the sensitivity of the analysis.Which attributes
dominate the analysis? Do these seemingly arbitrary indices have meaning?
Has colinearityof the attributes been adequatelyaddressed? Are two islands
with the same index of need demonstrably similar?

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA was used to remove colinearity from the attributes for use in
cluster analysis. Clustering then determined similargroups of islands. Insight
from these procedures was directed back toward the arithmetic overlay to
improve the weighting factors. PCA is a factor analysis technique which
develops a new set of linearly independent components, ordered by the
amount of variancethey explain (Kalkstein et al.,1987). PCA of the 36 islands
resulted in a three-component solutionaccounting for 72% of the variance in
the raw data set.

Component 1 explained 37% of the variance and was characterized
by GDP, infant mortality, precipitation, imported food costs, and energy
consumption, emphasizingthe economics of an island. GDP appearedhighly
correlated with imported food costs and energy consumption. Component 2
explained 22% of the variance and depended heavily on acresof arable land,
population density, and total land area, emphasizing the geographic make-up
of an island. The highest loadings for component 3, which explained 13% of
the variance, were imported food costs and acres of arable land, emphasizing
an island's agrarian need.

Cluster analysis

Cluster analysis was used to classify islands into similargroupsbased
on the regional attributes, which presumably identify need for supplemental
fresh water supplies. Using a hypothetico-deductive method (Romesburg,
1984), if the arithmetic overlay system has been successful in identifying the
neediest islands, the cluster analysis will provide insight on the
interrelationship of the islands and how the attributes describe need.

Clustering measures the degree of similarity between each pair of
components for each pair of islands. Average linkage was used in the
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clustering procedure and takes the average of the closest and furthest
Euclidian distances to link islands (Kalkstein et al., 1987). Results of the
clustering analysis, using the3-component solution, indicated that four discrete
clusters of similar islands exist. Attribute averages have been presented for
each cluster and are shown in Table 1. The resulting four clusters were
intuitively appealing from graphical analysis of precipitation, which showed the
appearance of discrete groups of islands. The clusters also corresponded well
in a scalar sense with the numerical results of the arithmetic overlay
procedure.

The largest group, Cluster 1,was madeup of 19 islands characterized
by average values for most of the attributes. GDP was inordinately high for
the otherthreeclusters, aswas energy consumption. Clusters 2,3, and 4 were
so uniquely different that those islands have been qualitatively categorized
separately. Cluster 2 was differentiated by its low population density and
corresponding high amount of arable land. The islands in cluster 3 have a
high per capita energy consumption. Cluster 4 islands are highly populated.

Conclusions

Cluster 1, characterized as average Caribbean islands, has been
divided into three qualitative categories based on the index of need: less
needy; needy; and very needy.

Clusters 2 and 3 have been characterized as very dry. The clusters
have been left separate since precipitation could not be used to classify need.
Islands in Cluster 2 appear to have the resources necessary to provide for
their inhabitants. Islands in Cluster 3, however, exhibited characteristics of
developing and heavily populated regions having high GDP and energy
consumption yet experiencing the burden of providing that standard of living
(as percentage of household income spent on water and energy attest). The
islands in this cluster have the smallest acreage of arable land per capita; as
their populations increase, they may have difficulty providing for the local
population without supplemental sources of water.

Cluster 4 has been categorized as self-sufficient. The standard of
living on these islands seems to be related to the availability of oil or an
economy subsidized byadeveloped nation. These areas are also larger insize
with probable ground water sources.

Several of the attributes used to indicate need had ambiguous cause
and effect relationships. For example, when quantifying need, does an island
with large amounts of arable land indicate sufficient existing agriculture oran
island which could benefit from an external source ofwater for irrigation? The
answer becomes clear byexamining theinterrelationship of all the attributes.
Other factors were functionally related to each other such as GDP and energy
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consumption. Further analysis was then required to remove this colinearity.
Alternatively, certain variables,such as precipitation,did not seem functionally
dependent on any other attributes and were very important in determining the
neediest islands.

For these reasons and others, strict arithmetic overlay, as employed
with land use Geographic Information Systems, was not found to be a
sufficient method to define "need." Clustering with principal components
analysis (PCA) provided valuable insight as to the similarity of islands in the
region as related to Delbuoy deployment and was a complimentary technique.
The problem of mixing ocean/wave attributeswith land/need features in the
GIS was somewhat resolvedby presentingall the qualitativecategorieson one
map. Islands having great need for water produced by Delbuoy and wave
climates suitable for the efficient operationof Delbuoywere easilyidentifiable.
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Table 1. ATTRIBUTE AVERAGES FOR EACH CLUSTER

CLUSTER

ATTRIBUTE 1 2 3 4

Pop/mi2 462.0 203.0 276.0 1095.0

GDP$ 2459.0 6117.0 6685.0 5957.0

Infant Mort 21.3 14.9 14.8 13.5

Precip In. 57.3 32.0 32.9 58.2

% Budget 53 3.6 11*.0 6.1

Imported food $ 386.0 1627.0 800.0 643.0

Energy Consump 1039.0 2308.0 6576.0 3060.0

Arable Land 0.37 0.84 0.11 0.21

Total Area 126.7 195 30.7 972.0

Avg Need Index 1.15 0.47 3.67

Very Needy 1.17

Needy 1.68

Less Needy 2.51
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Protecting Threatened Species: Turtles, Technology and Politics

Alan D. Risenhoover and Lauriston R. King
Texas A&M University

Abstract

Efforts to protect endangered and threatened sea turtles in the
United States have been pursued for over two decades. This paper draws on
one category of public policy, protective regulatory policy, to describe and
explain the distinctive policy process for this issue, the roleof technology - the
turtle excluder device - in reconciling preservationand economic interests, and
the implications of this case for similar marineresource managementefforts.

Introduction

It's one thing to get a law on the books, quite another to make it
work. Thb is particularly true for policies designed to protect specific
resources or to regulate behavior. These policies, referred to as protective
regulatory policies, use state power to regulate and protect societyby setting
out rules to govern specific undesirable activities (Wilson, 1983, 1973; Lowi,
1972; Ripley and Franklin, 1991). In the caseof protectiveregulatorypolicies,
government action appears to provide broad social benefits, with few costs
except to those subjected to the new rules. Support comes from public
interest groups, entrepreneurial politicians, and the general public.
Opposition, often intense, comes from the affected group, industry, or
economic sector (King and Shannon, 1986).

This paper will review the turtle issue as a case of a protective
regulatory policy. Specifically, it will describe the process by which different
management schemes were reached, the contrasts in perceptions about the
problem to be solved, and the conflicts surrounding implementation efforts.
It will close with some observations about the usefulness of the protective
regulatory scheme for understanding and anticipating future efforts in
resource management (1).

Background

The legal mandate for protecting threatened and endangered species
is the Endangered Species Act (1973). Congress declared the purpose of the
Act to be the means "...whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered
species and threatened species depend maybe conserved, [and] to provide a
program for the conservation of such...species" (16 U.S.C. 1531 (b)).
Conservation includes "...all methods and procedures which are necessary to
bring anyendangered species or threatened species to the pointat which the
measures..." are no longer necessary (16 U.S.C. 1532(3)).
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Congress charged the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
Commerce withcategorizing species, subspecies, and evenisolated populations
as being endangered or threatened with extinction. Because sea turtles must
return to land to lay their eggs, the federal Departments of Commerce and
Interior signed a Memorandum of Understanding clarifying their joint
responsibility: sole jurisdiction oversea turtles while they are in the water is
lodged with Commerce's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS); while
they are on land, responsibility lies with Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) (2).

World-wide, there are seven species of sea turtles, six of which are
found in the coastal waters of the United States (Hopkins and Richardson,
1984). These are the loggerhead, hawksbill, green, leatherback, olive ridley,
and Kemp's ridley(3). All but the oliveridley wereonce common in the Gulf
of Mexico and south Atlantic Ocean (4). The reasons for the declining
populations include destruction or modification of habitats, over-use for
commercial, scientific, or educational purposes, inadequate regulatory
mechanisms, diseaseand/or predation, and other natural and human-related
factors (NMFS, 1978a and b). The incidental catch of sea turtles in
commercial fishing operations, suchasshrimptrawls, hadalsobeen identified
as contributing to the declining sea turtle populations. On the shrimping
grounds, turtlesareunintentionally captured in the net,wherethey candrown
if submerged long enough.

Scoping Out the Issue

In 1970, the FWS listedthe hawksbill, leatherback, andKemp's ridley
as endangered under the Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969, a
precursor to the Endangered Species Act. Having listed these species, NMFS
and FWS began addressing the degree of protection required for the green,
loggerhead, and olive ridley sea turtles. Designation as "threatened" or
"endangered" carried withit very different levels of regulation, hence veryreal
political implications. Public responses to proposed regulations and an
accompanying draft environmental impact statement converged on four key
issues: (1) whether the turtles should be listed as endangered or threatened;
(2) whether turtle mariculture should be exempt from regulation; (3) whether
subsistence taking of threatened sea turtles should be allowed; and (4)
whetheranexemption should be allowed for the incidental catch of turtles by
commercial fishermen (NMFS, 1978a and b).

Final regulations released on 28 July1978 removed the exemption for
mariculture contained in the proposed rule and allowed subsistence taking
only for residents of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The most
controversial issue concerned the appropriate designations for sea turtles
under the Endangered Species Act. Environmentalists believed the decline of
sea turtle populations warranted the strictprotective measuresprovidedby the
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endangered label. However, data supporting sucha designation were limited
except for the green sea turtle populations in Florida and on the Pacific coast
of Mexico.

The final regulations listed the three species (green, loggerhead, and
olive ridley) as threatened throughout their range (with the exception of the
Florida and Pacific greens) and exempted incidental taking as long as it took
placeat sea and by fisheries not directed at sea turtles (NMFS, 1978b). Data
were not available at the time to determine if shrimping activities were
sufficientlydetrimental to sea turtles throughout their range to justify stricter
action. Significantly, however, the final rule listed as one important goal the
promulgation of regulations requiring the "...use of [a] panel to prevent, or
substantially reduce, incidental catch of sea turtles without significantly
reducing shrimp production" (NMFS, 1978b).

In summary, by listing sea turtles under the provisions of the
EndangeredSpecies Act, the NMFS and FWS had agreed that the decline in
sea turtle populations was a problem that required government attention.
NMFS judged that the threat stemmed from the reduction or loss of nesting
habitat, the harvest of adults and eggs, and incidental capture through fishing
operations. Moreover, by virtue of this listingand the 1977 Memorandum of
Understanding with the FWS, NMFS had the authority to formulate and
implement any additional regulations that it deemed necessary to protect the
turtles. By stating specifically that a method should be developed to reduce
the incidental catch of sea turtles in shrimp trawls, NMFS had set its agenda
for further action on the issue. Mechanisms for stringent regulation of the
incidental catch in shrimp trawls were, in fact, proposed soon after the 1978
listing.

Selecting Management Tools

By virtue of turtles being listed as threatened (green, loggerhead,
olive ridley) or endangered (Kemp's ridley, leatherback, hawksbill), several
management measures were automatically put in place. Foremost, the law
prohibited the taking (killing, hunting, harassing,capturing) or harvest of these
species as well as the importation, exportation, and all interstate and foreign
commerce of sea turtles or products made from them. Other threats
remained. The 1978 rule exempted incidental capture from fishing activities
and provided no protection for sea turtle breeding areas. To address these
issues, NMFS formed a sea turtle recovery team comprised of
environmentalists, state agency and university scientists, and representatives
from the fishing industry (5). The Sea Turtle Recovery Plan, completed in
1982, spelled out strategies to promote habitat protection, use of breeding
programs, increased public education, collection of baseline population data,
and reduction of incidental catch (Hopkins and Richardson, 1984).
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The conflicts generated around the incidental catch question quickly
overshadowed the other efforts at protecting and restoring turtle populations.
In 1977, researchers from NMFS' Southeast Region began a three-year
"shrimp trawl gear development project" aimed at reducing the incidental
capture and mortality of sea turtles by shrimp trawls (NMFS, 1987a).
Shrimpers were able to participate and recommend modifications by using
their boats to test gear designs. By 1980, NMFS officials had determined that
turtle excluder devices (TEDs) provided the best method for reducing
incidental sea turtle captures and for maintaining the shrimp catch. These
devices consist of a series of bars in the trawl itself which deflect sea turtles
out of the net through a trap-door while allowing shrimp to pass through into
the end of the trawl (Figure 1).

Introduction of the TED appeared to be the preferred approach to
minimizing incidental take of sea turtles by shrimpers. Not only could the
shrimpers continue to fish, but the prospect of reductions in bycatch would
promote the value of the new device. Consequently, the use of TEDs by
regulation becamethe best alternative to reduce incidental take. To pave the
way for acceptance of this technological solution, NMFS chose to promote a
voluntary TED use program in 1983 backed by the threat of mandatory use
if the program failed (NMFS, 1983). The assumption was that the industry
would be more amenable to a voluntary TED use program than mandated
use, economically disastrous area closures, or reduced tow times. By 1985,
however, NMFS estimated that less than 5% of the shrimpers were using the
TEDs, compared to the target figure of 50% (6). In addition, new estimates
linkedsome 11,000 seaturtledeaths to shrimping (HenwoodandStuntz, 1987;
NMFS, 1987a).

NMFS had no choice but to turn back to the formal rule- making
process. In an effort to make government action palatable, in late 1986
NMFS officials offered to develop regulations in consultation with shrimpers
and environmentalists. The assumption was that shrimpers would prefer
regulation that resulted from negotiation rather than fiat. Moreover, the
agency held out the possibility that if progresswere made through mediation,
then it would not introduce regulations through the formal process. As with
the voluntary TED program,the mdustry agreed to mediation as the lesser of
two evils. Although support for the negotiatedregulationsby the industry was
tentative, there was an agreement between 11 of the 12 parties to begin a
step-wise implementation of TED use on 15July 1987 (NMFS, 1986b). Final
regulations, promulgated in June 1987, required the incremental
implementation of TED use by area beginning 01 October 1987 (NMFS,
1987a and c).

With its TED regulations in place, NMFS had concluded a nearly
20-year effort to address all the majorknown threats to sea turtle populations
and an almost 10-year effort to developand promulgate regulations requiring
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net modifications to reduce mcidental catch. The process took this long
because NMFS went to great lengths to make TEDs acceptable to the
shrimping industry by involving the industry in research and development
programs, in the voluntary program, in negotiated TED regulations, and
through opportunities to express views in public hearings.

More generally, the turtleissueevolved through the 1970's as a rather
typical case of protective regulatory policy. The focus was on two small,
technical agencies within the executive branch (NMFS and FWS) seeking to
implement a broad but vaguely defined mandate from the Congress. The
socially desirable goal preservation and restoration of sea turtles, had broad
public acceptance, or at least acquiescence. Actual participation in the
selection and implementation of measures to achieve these goals was limited,
however, to environmental organizations and a small number of scientific
specialists, gear technologists, and the shrimp industry. Despite efforts to
legitimize adoption of TEDs as the preferred solution, no consensus on
methods to reduce incidental catch was reached between the government and
the industry. Although the release of the final regulations was considered a
victory by the environmental community, the battle simply shifted from the
rituals and procedures of therule-making process to broadly-based politics of
implementation.

Implementing the TED Solution

By focusing on the incidental catch problem, the government singled
out the shrimpers as the subjects for regulation. Selection of TEDs as the
way to tackle the incidental catch problem transformed the policy debate from
one about possible sea turtle extinction to the economic impact of TED use
on the shrimping industry. Indeed, the different interpretations of the
acronym TED by themajor players reflected sharp lines of disagreement over
both the causes and consequences of the TED solution. The environmental
community was willing to endorse a technology that enabled the shrimp
industry to fish and at the same time reduced the threat to turtles, hence its
support for the "turtle excluder device." NMFS sought to meet its dual
responsibilities for managing thenation's fish stocks with itscharge to protect
and restore threatened marine species by promoting TEDs as "trawling
efficiency devices" that would reduce bycatch, increase shrimp capture, and at
the same time,allow turtles to escape the nets. The shrimpers, however, saw
the regulations as mandating the use of shrimp "trawler eliminator devices"
and argued vigorously against their adoption. The bottom line, according to
mdustry organizations, was that this added expense, when combined with
increasing fuel costs and competition from foreign shrimp fleets, would cost
shrimpers their livelihood (8). Their predictable response was to try and
block the new regulations from going intoeffect.

As the implementation date for TED use in the Gulf of Mexico
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approached, the industry toughened itsopposition through demonstrations and
intensified efforts in the courts and the Congress. The protests generated
widespread publicity andprecipitated additional delays in putting the rulesinto
effect. North Carolina unsuccessfully petitioned NMFS directly for relief for
their shrimpers from specific provisions of the regulations. Reflecting the
views of its large shrimping industry, Louisiana had filed suit against the
Department of Commerce b a federal district court in October 1987 (9).
One daybeforeTED regulations were scheduled to go into effect in the Gulf
of Mexico, the court ruled that, through NMFS, the federal government had
followed properprocedures when it imposedthe TED regulations (10). The
judgesupportedthis decision by notingthatthe administrative recordincluded
12 volumes of scientific studies, data, and reports indicating the effectiveness
of TEDs.

On appeal by the State of Louisiana, the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appealsupheld the federal regulations mandating theuse ofTEDs or reduced
towing times. The court stated that the federal government had followed
appropriate procedures in issuing the regulations and that the shrimping
community hadhadample time to comply. The newimplementation date for
the regulations wasset by the court for 01September 1988. Courtchallenges
had delayed implementation of the regulations by an additional six months.
The judicial appeals had the added feature of increasing public attention to
the issue, including that of Congressmen from key shrimping states like
Louisiana and Texas.

Thwarted in their efforts to have the courts overturn the TED
regulations, the shrimpers escalated the conflict in Congress. Although the
sea turtle question had been discussed in Congress, the members were not
directly involved until NMFS' publication of its proposed rule requiring the
use of TEDs. At a 1987 hearing, agency officials defended their approach by
asserting thatvoluntary TED usecould notbe considered successful withonly
300-400 of the estimated 15,000 shrimp trawlers using the devices (11). At the
request of the committee members, NMFS supplied the basis for its
assessment that of the 47,000 sea turtles caught in shrimp trawls each year,
more than 11,000 die. Industry spokesmen countered that the NMFS' data
were too limited for realistic estimates and that its stranding data provided
only circumstantial evidence that shrimping activities threatened sea turtles.
The industry contended that other factors-overharvest, pollution, beach
alteration, dredging, oil spills, explosions to remove oil platforms, and other
fishing practices-contributed more to sea turtle mortalities than didshrimping
(12).

Members of Congress from states withlarge shrimping constituencies
like Texas and Louisiana sought methods to have NMFS rescind, or at least
delay, implementation of the regulations. For example, in an appropriations
provision, thecommittee found (despite more than 10 years of work) that the
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"...regulations have not been developed with adequate scientific data and
studies, nor has the economic impact of these regulations on small operators
been adequately addressed" (U.S. House of Representatives, 1987b).

Another approach was to block implementation by attacking the
reauthorization bill for the Endangered Species Act. Indeed, by mid-1988 the
fight overimplementation of TED regulations hadbecome the majorobstacle
blocking the reauthorization of the Act. A final billamending the Endangered
Species Act delayed implementation of the regulations until May 1989. These
amendments also required a study by the National Academy of Sciences on
the status of sea turtles.

Additional protests,more delays by the Secretaryof Commerce, and
subsequent courtchallenges by the environmental community, resulted in the
promulgation of modified regulations by the Secretary in early August 1989
(NMFS, 1989). This rule provided the shrimpers with the choice of either
using TEDs or limiting their tow times to 105 minutes with 30 minute no-
trawling periods. The rationale for this change was that it would "...provide
those shrimp fisherman who have adamantly opposed TEDs...with an
alternative that will allow them to continue fishing..." under the Endangered
Species Act (NMFS, 1989). The rule invited public comment on conservation
methods or measures to reduce the incidental catch of seaturtles, specifically,
steps that would have "..less serious economic impacts on the shrimp fishing
industry." Based onanoverwhelming number of comments supporting the use
of TEDS, albeit primarily from the environmental community, NMFS
reinstated its 1987 regulations in September 1989. These regulations remain
in effect asof December 1990. The chronology of these steps is summarized
in Table 1.

Conclusions and Implications

In sum, NMFS tried for overtwo years to fully implement the TED
regulations. It was clear that, despite theconservation values promoted bythe
Endangered Species Act, these values were not enough to override the more
fundamental economic interests of the shrimping industry. The government
seemed to agree on what needed to be done to protect sea turtles. At the
same time, it sought a means that would minimize the most severe economic
effects on the shrimping industry, hence NMFS's enthusiasm for a
technological fix in the form of the TED. Through adoption of this piece of
gear, the shrimpers could continue to fish, indeed, fish more efficiently,
according to NMFS officials, and at the same time, reduce turtle mortality.

If the TED approach seemed an agreeable compromise for the
government and environmental interests, it fell far short of meeting the
shrimpers' concerns. Fundamentally, they rejected the conclusion-either
explicit or implicit-that incidental catches in their nets were a primary cause
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of turtle mortalities. Second, few fishermen agreed that the new gearworked
as efficiently as government officials claimed. Finally, they argued that
mandatory adoption of the TEDs presented a safety problem and an
additional economic hardship.

Despite extensive efforts by NMFS to involve the industry in all
phases of technology development and rule preparation, the efforts to build
sufficient consensus for the regulations among the affected industry simply
failed. Because there was no agreement on the extent to which incidental
catch was a primary causeof turtle mortalities, it was highlyunlikely that the
industry would enthusiastically embrace the new technology. Instead, the
industry's strategy was to delay implementation for as long as possible, first
through the prolonged rule-making process, then through states with strong
shrimp industries, and finally, through an appeal to Congress.

In a more general sense, the protective regulatory scheme provides
a useful framework for interpreting marine resource management issues.
First, it helps anticipate the interests that willbe involved in regulatoryefforts
(specific industries or activities; specialized government agencies), the nature
of the process (resistance, often intense; extensive negotiation and
compromise; full useof administrative procedures to defeator dilute proposed
regulations; appeals to successively higher levels of government); and limited
interest or involvement by the general public Second, because so much of
marine resourcemanagement involves just this kind of targetedregulation, the
process is probably similar for areas as diverse as oil and gas development,
recreational and commercial fishing, or coastal development. Third, in the
case of resources threatened with depletion or even extinction, the question
might be asked whether such a prolonged and ostensiblydemocratic process
serves the survival interests of the resource in question. Finally, recognition
of the lengthy time involved in implementing protective regulatory policies
helps define the points at which science and technology contribute to the
process, and where other procedural, economic, and political considerations
take precedence. These themes will be explored in greater detail in a
subsequent paper (King and Risenhoover, in preparation).

The viewsexpressedin this paper arethose of the authors and do not
necessarily represent those of the National Marine Fisheries Service or Texas
A&M University.

Notes

1. This paper draws heavily on Risenhoover (1990) and focuses only on the
federal protection of sea turtles, not the myriad of state and local laws
relevant to the issue.
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2. Memorandum of Understanding Defining the Roles of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in Joint
Administration of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as to Marine Turtles.
Signed byLynn Greenwalt, FWS, and Robert Schoning, NMFS, 18 July 1977.

3. The seventh species is the Australian flatback sea turtle (Natator
depressus). Additionally, some list the Pacific green sea turtle as a separate
species. Chelonia ap;assi?iT from the Atlantic green sea turtle.

4. The olive ridley is found in tropical and temperate seas of the Pacific
Ocean (50 C.F.R. 17.11).

5. Groups represented in formulation of the Plan included: the South
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department; the Florida Audubon
Society; the Caribbean Fisheries Management Council; the University of
Central Florida; FWS; NMFS; Monitor International; the University of
Georgia; and the Florida Department of Natural Resources.

6. Seestatement of J.E. Douglas, Jr., Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Fisheries, NMFS (U.S. House of Representatives, 1987a).

7. 22 August 1986 letter to Malcolm Baldrige, Secretary of Commerce, from
RogerE. McManus, Executive Director, Centerfor Environmental Education.
A copy of this letter can be found on page 643 of U.S. House of
Representatives (1987a).

8. For example, see statement of L. Crosby, Manager, Bryan County
Fishermen's Cooperative, Inc. (U.S. House of Representatives, 1987a).

9. United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana. State
ofLouisiana vs. William C. Verity, Secretary, U.S. Department ofCommerce.
Civil Action No. 87-4948, 22 October 1987.

10. United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana. State
ofLouisiana vs. William C. Verity, Secretary, U.S. Department ofCommerce.
Ruling. Civil Action No. 87-4948, 29 February 1988.

11. See statement of W. E. Evans, Assistant Administrator for Fisheries,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S. House of
Representatives, 1987a).

12. See statements by R. Rayburn, Texas Shrimp Association, L. Crosby,
Bryan County Fishermen's Cooperative, and M. Grunert, Texas Shrimp and
Sea Turtle Survival Coalition (U.S. House of Representatives, 1987a).
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Figure I. Turtle excluder device developed by the National Marine Fisheries Service to end
Ihe incidental catch of sea turtles in shrimp trawls.
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Table 1. Chronology ofmajor actions regarding implementation ofthe National
Fisheries Service regulations requiring the use of turtle excluder devices.

YEABj MONTH ACTlOn?

1987 June Reeulatinmprrnniilfale^

October Remlatinm imnlemenieH off CapeCanaveral, Florida

1988 January RcrolMiniK imnlemenieri'off southwest Florida

February Enforeemi-.nl suspended, for twomonths byCoast Guard

April Regulation! nphi-1^ by a Federal District Court

July RemlminiK upheld by a Federal Court of Appeals;
implementation set for September

August Imnlemenlalinn delayed byCongress Until mid-September

October Imnlemrntaiinn delayed byCongress Until May 1989

1989 April Enforcement nunemtel for £0 days bytheDepartment of
Commerce

July 10 Enforcement snmenried indefinitely byCoast Guard

July 20 Enforcement reinstated bytheDepartment of Commerce

July 24 Enforcement suspended bytheDepartment of Commerce

August Regulation* unhelithy II. s niitri<» rv,...

August Interim regulations nrnmnlfnh.d by the Department of
Commerce

September 1987 regulations reinstated by Department ofCommerce
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Are Habitat Laws and Policies Responsive to Coastal Habitat Threats?

John R. Hall and Alan D. Risenhoover

National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA

Abstract

Confronted with a responsibility-authority disconnect, National
Marine Fisheries Service Habitat Program personnel employ legal and
administrative processes to influence federal and state decisions affecting
habitats of living marine resources. Accomplishing this task requires reliance
on federal laws providing authority to participate in governmental decision
processes; ability to make recommendations to prevent harmful actions; and
capability of using administrative appeal processes. Limitations of current
authoritieshave led to proposedamendments to federal lawsand revisions to
administrative processes. A discussion of amendments to the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act, revision of the Clean Water Act Section 404(q)
appeal provisions, and other processes is provided.

Responsibility-Authority Disconnect

Simply having a statutorytrusteeship for living marine resourcesis not
enough. The ability to limit and prevent activities which could damage the
environment sustaining these resources is also important. Historically, U.S.
federal resource agencies have not had the authority to protect natural
resources to the degree they wished. The ultimate decision whether to
proceed with a project or action potentially harmful to habitats important to
living marine resources has rested with a constructing, licensing, or
implementing federal agency, andnottherelevant natural resource agency...a
responsibility-authority disconnect.

This is especially the case regarding the protection of coastal and
marinehabitatsand theliving marine resources (LMR), including anadromous
fish, dependent upon them. TheNational Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
has the responsibility at the federal level for protecting LMR. NMFS must
depend on a variety of federal laws and administrative appeal processes to
influence significantly federal decision-making. This paper outlines current
authorities and administrative appeal processes available to NMFS. It also
examines proposals NMFS has made to amend, revise, or create authorities
to improve itsability to prevent actions potentially harmful to LMR in marine,
coastal, estuarine, and riverine environments.

Responsibility to Conserve Marine and Coastal Habitats

NMFS has the primary federal responsibility for the conservation,
management, and development of LMR and for the protection of certain
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marine mammals and endangered species. This responsibility forms the basis
of the NMFS Habitat Conservation Policy, 48 Fed. Reg. 53142-47 (1983).
NMFS' responsibility for LMR and their habitats derives, in part, from the
mandates of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act
(Magnuson Act) and Reorganization Plan Number 4 of 1970. The Magnuson
Act charges NMFS with conserving and managing the fisheries in the U.S.
Exclusive Economic Zone and anadromous fish throughout their range. In
1970, Reorganization Plan Number 4 transferred the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) of the Department
of the Interior, to the Department of Commerce to create NMFS within the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This transfer
included all the Bureau's authorities, including responsibility for recreational
and commercial marine fisheries and freshwater commercial fisheries.

Therefore, NMFS is vitally concerned with habitats which support these
fisheries since it is upon them that the well-being of the resources and the
fishing industry depend.

Authorities Under Federal Law

Several federal laws provide NMFS access to governmental
decision-making. Laws also provide the authority to make recommendations
to protect, restore, and enhance the habitats of LMR and, as discussed later,
constitute a framework for administrative appeals. A listing and citation of
pertinent legislation appears in an appendix to this paper.

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act

The primary authority available to NMFS for influencing federal
water resource decision-making is the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
(FWCA). The FWCA proclaims that fish and wildlife "conservation shall
receive equal consideration and shall be coordinated with other features of
water-resource development programs'' (16 U.S.C. § 661). Whenever any
public or private agency proposes to modify a body of water in any way under
federal permit or license, that entity must first consult with FWS, NMFS, and
the relevant state agency to identify any possible adverse effects on fish and
wildlife resources. Through this consultation, interested resource agenciesare
able to provide recommendations to reduce or eliminate adverse effects on
living resources under their purview. The effectiveness of the FWCA in
protecting coastal habitats is, however, limited. First and most importantly,
its authority is consultive. Although the federal construction or regulatory
agency must solicit resource agency views, resulting recommendations need
only be fully considered. Second, NMFS is not explicitly listed in the FWCA;
instead, NMFS provides FWCA comments under authority of Reorganization
Plan Number 4. Third, the FWCA does not provide any mechanism to
measure its effectiveness over time. Finally, the national rate at which
resource agency recommendations are accepted and the value of these
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recommendations in protecting marine and coastal habitats is unknown.

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act

A second important statute for conserving LMR and their habitats is
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson Act).
The Magnuson Act provides NMFS with broad authorities to conserve and
manage fisheries in the 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and to
oversee the conservation of anadromous fish throughout their range. The
Magnuson Act established eight regional FisheryManagement Councilswhich
develop fishery management plans andassociated regulatory regimes. NMFS
works closely with the councils to develop and implement the plans and to
guide the regulation of commercial and recreational marine fisheries.

With respect to protection of marine and coastal habitats, the
authority of the Magnuson Act is limited. Fishery Management Councils may
make recommendations on habitat issues; however, these suggestions are not
binding and federal agencies maypay themscant attention. Recently, all eight
Councils adopted regional habitat policies. In late 1990, the Magnuson Act
was amended to require that all fishery management plans include a
discussion of affected habitats, and that the council comment on or make
recommendations concerning any activity that, in the council's view, is likely
to substantially affect the habitat of an anadromous fishery resource under its
purview. The usefulness of these new provisions in protecting habitat is not
yet known.

National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) promotes the
conduct of federal activities in harmony with protection of the environment.
NEPA requires federal agencies to prepare an environmental impact
statement (EIS) for each proposed major federal action which significantly
affects the quality of the human environment. These statements provide
decision-makers with alternatives which may be less damaging to the
environment than thoseproposed. The scoping process underNEPA provides
an open forum in which the public and other concerned agencies may
comment on a proposed project earlyin the planning phase.

NEPA provides NMFS withlimited authority to affect the design and
operation of projects or activities which may destroy LMR habitat. While
NMFS may comment extensively during development of an EIS, its
recommendations are not binding and must only be taken into account.
Additionally, NEPA tends to focus on large projects only. Small projects or
activities which do not significantly affect the environment individually do not
require preparation of an EIS. Therefore, the localized or cumulative effects
of many small projects are excluded from a detailed NEPA review.
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Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act)

The objectiveof the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA),
as amended by the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to "restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters" (33 U.S.C.
§ 1251(a)). Means to achieve this objective include creating a system of
permits for the discharge of pollutants, establishing ocean disposal criteria,
and providing a regulatory mechanism for permitting dredged or fill material
and disposal of sewage sludge. While all components of the FWPCA are
important to protectingthe marine environment, dredgeand fill permits issued
under Section 404 of the CWA are of particular interest to NMFS. Under
this section, the Secretary of the Army, through the Chief of Engineers, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, is responsible for issuing permits allowing the
dischargeof dredged or fill material into marine waters. Under authority of
the FWCA, NMFS comments extensively on permit applications; however,
such comments are, by definition, consultive b nature only.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) created a system for
the management of coastal resources through federally-approved state coastal
zone management plans. Any project to be constructed within a state's
designated coastalzone must be found consistent with its plan. The ability of
NMFS to conserve coastal habitats through such plans is confined to assisting
individual states in developing adequate plans and in supporting the NOAA
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, which oversees the
CZMA program, with its biennial program reviews. NMFS has traditionally
played a relatively minor advisory role in assisting states in implementing
CZMA plans and making consistencydeterminations.

Federal Power Act

The Federal Power Act (FPA) affords NMFS its only prescriptive
authority concerning the protection of marine and anadromous fish habitats.
Under this statute, NMFS may condition hydroelectric project licenses to
ensure construction of fishways, and may write conditions for license
exemptions. In addition, NMFS recommends license conditions for proposed
hydroelectric projects underthe FPA. Such recommendations are consultive
in nature.

Additional authorities

Severalother federal lawsprovide NMFS with a measure of authority
to protect living coastal resources. The Endangered Species Act and Marine
Mammal Protection Act provide NMFS with some authority to protect the
habitat of endangered or threatened species and marine mammals through
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critical habitat designations. The Marine Protection, Research, and
Sanctuaries Act provides comprehensive research authority regarding the
effects of pollution on the marine environment. The PacificNorthwest Power
Planning and Conservation Act provides NMFS authority to make
recommendations to require mitigation and the enhancement of anadromous
fish habitat at and between hydroelectric projects. This authority is limited,
however, to the Northwest U.S. and theacceptance of theserecommendations
is not mandatory.

Administrative Appeal Processes

In addition to the federal laws summarized above, NMFS has two
important administrative appeal or"due process" mechanisms. NMFSinitiates
these elevation orreferral processes when theconsultative authorities provided
by federal laware found to be inadequate to arrest a serious threatto coastal
habitats.

Clean Water Act section 404fq i Memorandum of Agreement

Section 404(q) of the Clean Water Act(CWA) instructs theSecretary
of the Army to enter into agreements with other federal agencies to
"minimize, to the maximum extent practicable, duplication, needless
paperwork, and delays in the issuance of permits" (33 U.S.C. §1344(q)). This
provision promoted development of Memoranda of Agreement (MOA)
between the U.S. ArmyCorps of Engineers (Corps) and NMFS, FWS, and
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). These MOAs provide a
framework for the interagency review of proposed permits and a means for
NOAA to elevate a Corps District Engineer's permit decision to higher
administrative levels within the Department of the Army for review. In
particular, NMFS mayelevate anindividual case to the NOAA Administrator
for transmittal to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works
(ASA(CW)) for his/her review. NOAA may only elevate based on specific
criteria, including need for policy level review ofissues ofnational importance,
the development ofnewinformation, and insufficient interagency coordination.
Full consideration and coordination includes, in part, adverse environmental
effects.

The ability of such a process to halt issuance of a particularly
damaging permit islimited. First, the ASA(CW) is not required to accept or
review the elevation package, thus allowing the project to be permitted
without addressing NMFS' concerns. Second, the elevation criteria in the
MOA do not allow NMFS to elevate a case solely on the basis of
environmental harm. Third, even if the ASA(CW) or the Chief ofEngineers
instructs the District Engineer to reexamine the proposed permit, it can still
be issued in virtually the same manner found objectionable to NMFS
originally. The present agreement is ill-fitted to deal with interagency disputes
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regarding program practices, a matter dealt with almost exclusively through
the courts.

Referral to the Council on Environmental Quality under NEPA

As part of the NEPA process, a decision regarding a major federal
action may be referred to the President's Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) to provide early resolution of the issue if it may involve sufficient
adverse environmental impacts. The CEQ was established by NEPA as a
decision-making body "consciousof and responsive to the scientific, economic,
social, esthetic, and cultural needs and interests of the Nation" (42 U.S.C. §
4328). If a federal agency determines that a proposed action as described in
an EIS will have unacceptable environmental effects, it may refer the issue to
CEQ based on violation of national environmental standards, severity,
geographical scope, duration, importance as a precedent, or availability of
alternatives (40 CFR 1504.2). CEQ then evaluates information submitted by
the involved agencies, and may initiate negotiations, hold public hearings, and
ultimately make a recommendation to the President for action on the issue.

However, the administrative rigorsof referring specific issues to CEQ
limit the use of this process. Appeals to CEQ may involve considerable
administrative time and cost. In addition, referral to CEQ does not guarantee
a favorable recommendation or that a favorable recommendation will be

accepted by the President. Lastly, this process only addresses those projects
for which an EIS has been prepared, not the multitude of other smaller
projects which cumulatively may be more harmful to LMR habitat. The
overall effectiveness of this device is largelyunknown, perhaps because NMFS
has not officially referred a case to CEQ since 1979. (1)

Additional Administrative Processes

In addition to these two formal mechanisms for resolving issues,
NMFS' day-to-day involvement in coastal decision-making provides several
other benefits. Documents or reports related to a specific problem provide
an administrative record of the decision-making process and related issues.
Through the Freedom of Information Act "discovery" process, this
administrative record largelybecomes accessibleto third parties as the support
for litigation to halt approval or construction of an objectionable project.
Additionally, NMFS may make reports to Congress on a specific project or
general issue or contribute information for studies conducted by the
Government Accounting Office.

Proposals to Acquire Greater Authority for NMFS

Occasionally, decisions occur that do not provoke lawsuits or major
Executive Branchobjections; however, they may be highlycontraryto NMFS
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recommendations or goals. Resultant disappointment and frustration has
inspired proposals that NMFS should acquire greater authority to
independently overturn or modify decisions by others. In response to
limitations of the various federal laws and administrative processes discussed
previously, NMFS is currently undertaking several initiatives to increase its
•leverage" in the federal decision-making process.

Amending the FWCA

Beginning in the early 1980s, the U.S. Department of Commerce has
sent forward several proposals to amend the FWCA. Foremost among the
suggested improvements is the codification of the role of the Department of
Commerce in the FWCA process. As stated previously, NMFS does not
appear in the statute as a consulting agency.

Second, in an effort to address the President's policy of "no net loss
ofwetlands," it may beappropriate to include five sequential steps, asdefined
inNEPA regulations (40 CFR 1508.20), for mitigating thedamages to coastal
resources in the FWCA. These steps include: avoiding the effect altogether
by not taking a certain action; minimizing effects by limiting the degree or
magnitude of the action; rectifying the effect by repairing, rehabilitating, or
restoring the effected environment; reducing or eliminating the effect over
time bypreservation and maintenance operations over the life of the project;
and, as a last resort, compensating for unavoidable effects by providing
substitute resources.

A third needed modification would include NMFS in the transfer of
funds section of the FWCA. The FWS currently receives funds from
constructing agencies to carry out studies under the FWCA. Inclusion of
NMFS in this provision would provide additional funding for NMFS to study
adequately the effects of proposed projects.

Fourthly, it may beappropriate for the FWCA tocontain a provision
requiring that federal agencies seeking permits provide statements that a
proposed project is consistent with federally-approved fish and wildlife
conservation and management plans (e.g., fishery management plans). Such
a provision would decrease the possibility that agencies are working at cross
purposes.

Finally, it would be helpful if NMFS and the FWS prepared a
one-time report to the Congress on the effectiveness of the FWCA in
protecting fish and wildlife resources and their habitat. A study of this type
would provide valuable information to all agencies affected by the FWCA.
There has been substantial negotiation and concurrence on modifying this law
and NMFS is hopeful that the Administration will send amendments forward
early in the first session of the 102nd Congress.
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Revising the CWA Section 404(0) MOA

NMFS is also proposing to revise its primarymethod for appealing
individual permit decisions by the Army Corps of Engineers, the CWA
Section 404(q) MOA. A principal objective is to improve the criteria for
elevating a specific case or issue. As currently written, NMFS cannot elevate
a case solely on concerns about potential habitat degradation. Instead,
adverse impacts must be described as a type of insufficient interagency
coordination when, in fact, significant coordination may have occurred.
Occasionally, NMFS finds itself forced to represent an issue as requiring
formulation of new national policy when the issue may, in fact, be that a
particular District of the Army Corps of Engineers has chosen to disregard
existing national policy, creating thereby a disagreement on Corps' program
practice—a matter not subject to elevation under the current MOA.

In this regard, NMFS has proposed developing separate pathways for
elevating specific program problems and issues of national importance which
are not tied to a specific permit, as is the case with the present arrangement.
Elevation of a specific permit issue would be conducted on a time-limited
format and would involve primarily field elements of the Corps and NMFS.
The pathway for resolving issues not specific to an individual permit and
affecting the operation of the Corps' program nationwide would involve all
levels within the two agencies, especially headquarters personnel, on a less
time-constrained format.

A final critical element being proposed is mandatory acceptance of
an elevation request by the ASA(CW). As noted previously, the current
MOA allows the ASA(CW) to decline review.

Additional proposals to acquire greater authority

Other measures may have the potential to improve the ability of
NMFS to influence coastal decision-making. For example, the CZMA could
be amended to allow federal agencies to appeal "positive" consistency
determinations made by individual states. Currently, private citizens may
appeal adverse determinations to the U.S. Secretary of Commerce. Should
the state issue a positive consistency determination for a particularly
environmentally damaging project, there is no provision in the CZMA for a
federal agency to contest this ruling to the Secretary. By including an appeal
process in the CZMA, NMFS (or the Army Corps of Engineers, for example)
could question actions which received a consistency determination from the
state, but were contrary to NMFS (or Corps) policies.

The Magnuson Act could be amended to increase the influence of
Fishery Management Councils. If the councils were given greater authority
to object to decisions whichwere directly adverse to their abilityto carryout
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their legal mandates, it is possible that coastal and marine habitats and LMR,
in general, would benefit.

A final method NMFS could employ to increase the protection of
LMR and their habitats would be to work for inclusion of favorable language
in other statutes. For example, NMFS was successful in promoting the
inclusion ofhabitat-protecting language in the 1990 Tongass Timber Reform
Act. The Act requires 100-foot setbacks (buffer zones) alongside all major
anadromous fish streams intheTongass National Forest in southeast Alaska.

Conclusions

Current habitat laws and policies are reasonably responsive tocoastal
habitat threats. NMFS and other resource agencies are given the
responsibility under a variety of authorities to recommend measures to
eliminate or reduce the effect of most threats to coastal habitats. Even with
the limitations in authority discussed in this paper, NMFS has been effective
in protecting marine habitat under its current consultative and appellate
authorities. NMFS has also been successful in several recent administrative
appeals, among which were proposals for housing/recreational developments
in Louisiana and Florida, and a major shipping channel in Texas.

However, as suggested in this paper, several important gaps in the
current regulatory system remain. The legislative and procedural fine-tuning
discussed here would close these gaps, improving NMFS' ability to conserve
marine and coastal habitats under the present regulatory framework.

Is consultative authority enough? Should NMFS have a veto like
EPA's Section 404(c) which allows that agency to prevent issuance ofaCorps'
permit? It seems highly unlikely that this would occur; EPA's authority has
been used only on few occasions and is a very costly exercise for the
government. Given EPA's manifestly larger budget, and its little use of this
mechanism, a reasonable argument could be made that NMFS could not
afford a veto, especially given its small budget and staff. Accordingly, the
optimum short- and mid-term approach seems to be to continue employing
administrative appeal processes, preparing case files and administrative
records ofexcellent quality, and as a final result, letting the courts make the
calls. Nonetheless, there is a certain attractiveness in amendments to the
FWCA, CWA, CZMA, or other laws providing NMFS leverage to cause other
agencies such as EPA to invoke vetoes, orcause CEQ to ask the President to
prevent construction of an especially habitat-destructive project. NMFS has
not officially proposed such laws, although proposals to this effect, or at least
mirroring this approach, seem not too distant.
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NOTES

Views of the authors do not necessarily represent those of the
National Marine Fisheries Service.

(1) For several years NMFS stated that it would refer the Galveston
Bay Area Navigation Study, Texas, to CEQ. Eventually, the Corps agreed to
further studies considered essential by NMFS and other involved resource
agencies.
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APPENDIX

Federal Law and Executive Action Conferring Authority on NMFS

Coastal Zone Management Act, 16U.S.C. § 1451 et seq.

Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.

Federal Power Act, 16U.S.C. § 791(a) et seq.

Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 16U.S.C. § 661 et seq.

Habitat Conservation; Policy for the National Marine Fisheries
Service. 48 Fed. Reg. 53142-47 (1983).

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1801 et seq.

Marine Mammal Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1361 et seq.

Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, Title m, 33
U.S.C. § 1441 et seq.

Memorandum of Agreement Betweenthe Departmentof Commerce and the
Department of the Army to Establish Policies and Procedures to Implement
Section 404(q) of the Clean Water Act. Signed March 25,1986.

National Environmental Policy Act, 42U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.

Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act,
16 U.S.C. § 839 et seq.

Tongass Timber Reform Act, Public Uw 101-626 (November 28,1990)

1970 U.S. Code Cong, and Ad. News 6325. ReorganizationPlan
Number 4 of 1970. 91st. Congress, 2nd. Session
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A Comparison of Two States' CoastalWetlands Management: Legal Issues
and Policy Distinctions

J. Owens Smith

University of Georgia

Given the existence of mounting claims on national resources, the
economic drains embodied in such current government failures asthe Savings
& Loans and budget crises, and the doomsday predictions associated with
earth-warming, sea level rise, and Malthusian population explosions, the
necessity for a persistent pursuit ofcommon sense coastal zone management
efforts may seem insignificant by comparison. Yet, I believe the wisdom of
our legislative consensus on this subject-coastal zone sanity--is even more
evident today than it was 18 years ago. It is certainly more urgent.
Therefore, I hope these sorts of discussions never become so tiresome to
those yet to be convinced, or burdensome to the converted, that we fail to
attain our goals for a lack of energy, determination, and perspective.

After working, agitating, litigating, teaching, and writing in the area
of environmental protection for twenty years, I am more convinced than ever
that successful attainment of sound coastal zone use and preservation goals
will require constant vigilance, unceasing policy improvement, uncommon
cooperation, and unflinching enforcement.

My forgetfulness and naivete are periodically exposed when I am
surprised bynew, fresh assaults that are made toguthard-won environmental
legislation and regulatory controls. There appears tobea unique continental
North American subspecies, Homo sapiens vulgaris, selected for its
compulsion to continually refight every natural resource protection policy
victory and to distort those provisions it cannot eradicate through
mischaracterization of motive and impact. I don't think we can ever claim
that we have sound wetland protection "in-the-bag."

Let me share with you some aspects of the coastal wetlands
protection programs in my two native states, Georgia and South Carolina.

Within the past twenty years, the legislatures of Georgia and South
Carolina have taken dramatic steps to protect and wisely allocate the
resources of their respective coastal wetland areas. Pressures will always be
present to alter the natural condition and functions of these wetlands.
However, the casual attitudes and policies of governments of the past will
never again be left unchallenged. I believe that citizens of these states, and
ofthe nation generally, have finally accepted and have at least a rudimentary
appreciation of the importance of the holistic or integrated functioning of
natural wetland systems. I think it is not claiming too much to say that the
average level of citizen understanding of wetland ecological "facts" will tend
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toward rejection of broadscale alteration of these aitical areas. Such an
assertion rests on many presuppositions, such as (1) trust in rational
decision-making by all levels of government, and (2) absence of national
emergencies such as war, substantial curtailment of oil imports, or similar
events that create or appear to create "either/or" circumstances where the
integrity of large wetland areas isbalanced against what are perceived as basic
human interests. Then there is always the potential for avarice.

Whilecitizens of bothstates have couched theirarguments in various
terms, the struggle for control of wetlands is essentially between those who
recognize onlytraditional private property use limitations and thosewho claim
that these areas havealways been and ought to be held and administered so
as to reflect their important and distinctive public attributes.

The debate is national in scope. States such as California, where
rampant wetland alteration activities have already irrevocably damaged a
significant portion of that state's wetland resources, are in the forefront in
rethinking their relaxed disregard of the importance of these natural systems.
The "public trust* is the term most often used to indicate the bodyor bundle
of rights the public has in these intertidal and wetland areas. Whether such
claimed public rights are recognized asbeing derived from ancient property
law concepts, statutes, or recent judicial opinions, the interests sought to be
protected or the limitations on private property rights relate to the natural
functioning of wetland systems. People in South Carolina and Georgia who
claim ownership rights often takethe position that the property istheirs to use
as they see fit, accepting only the most traditional zoning-type limitations on
theiractivities. Persons interested in fostering and promoting public rights in
theseareas often resort to the "bundle-of-sticks" analogy. They claim that the
"sticks" representing the public or"spill over" values of wetlands were removed
before present owners received their titles and are now held in trust for the
general benefit of the public

Over the past fifteen or so years, courtrulings in South Carolina and
Georgia and in other jurisdictions reveal judicial acceptance of a variety of
limitations on harmful alterations of wetlands. These cases demonstrate that
courts will uphold asconstitutional statutes, ordinances, andregulations whose
primary purpose is to prevent harm to the public or to public interests. The
focus of judicial inquiry is increasingly directed toward the declared purposes
of suchlimitations, rather than onlyon howseverely claimed private property
interests are affected. The courts areconcerned with ecological attributes of
these critical areas and arebelatedly making new use of an old common law
maxim that pre-dates the settlement of thiscontinent by Europeans: "Sic utere
tuo ut alienum non laedas" (use your own propertyin such manner as not to
injurethat of another.) More frequently now, negative impacts of private uses
"spilling over" into the public domain or adversely affecting public rights are
legitimately prohibited.
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South Carolina was historically slow to adopt coastal wetland
protection legislation. As recently as 1970, the state hadonly one lawyer and
onelaw student assistant, myself, who were assigned to water pollution control
standards enforcement. This policy of negligence toward resource protection
allowed a long period of significant tideland modification and marshland
destruction. However, interms of modern, integrated land use planning inits
coastal zone, South Carolina has taken amuch moreenlightened position than
its neighboring state, Georgia. Its different political climate and the absence
of some of the constitutional strictures existing in Georgia resulted in South
Carolina securing approval for its coastal management program under the
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. In contrast, Georgia elected not to
participate in the Coastal Zone Management Program, primarily for four
reasons: (1) theexistence of a powerful and persuasive, if notalways candid,
land development lobby, (2) tentative and halting natural resources
administrative leadership; (3) certain "Home-Rule" constitutional provisions;
and (4) a 1970 state statute imposing relatively stringent restrictions on
estuarine area alteration ordestruction. Those are my personal conclusions,
and they differ greatly with theexcuses given by Georgia's governor.

Notwithstanding these slow starts and provincial attitudes, bothstates
are presently acting seriously to protect intertidal and marshland resources.
In both states, these advances were made from the citizen level up, rather
than having been initiated by state leaders. One of the implications of this
fact is that consistent vigilance is necessary to maintain and develop the
conservation advances already accomplished. Also,one must remember that
an important reason why vast expanses of intertidal wetlands and beautiful
barrier island resources exist in both states is because, historically, large
segments of these resources have been under the trusteeship of private
claimants and owners. We owe much of our conservation heritage in these
areas to such private holders. One has only toobserve the recent history of
state ownership and management practices to appreciate the role of private
protection and stewardship. It is almost beyond serious argument that state
ownership of some of the barrier islands in Georgia has been a key element
in their deterioration.

In both states, there is ample case law demonstrating judicial
acceptance ofimposition ofpublic trust limitations and duties ongovernments.
Historically, these limitations were imposed on the original English colonies
and were accepted as law ofthe states after the Revolution. Notwithstanding
this significant body of legal precedent and its modern acceptance, there
remains tremendous, continuing tension between traditional tideland claimants
and the respective states. This conflict is much more intense in South
Carolina than inGeorgia and was theorigin ofa provision inSouth Carolina's
Coastal Zone Management Act waiving immunity for the purpose of quieting
title between citizens and the state.
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In both states, the generalrule on conveyanceof intertidal lands from
the Crown or a state is that grants of lands without specific reference to the
"lowwater mark"conveyed title only to the mean "highwater mark."While the
issue is still bitterly contested, even when a grant is sufficiently specific to
grant land to the low water mark, various applications of the public trust
doctrine impose limitations on what such an owner can do in these intertidal
areas. It is clear that such owners have exclusive rights to shellfish, for
wharfing out, and for any legal alterations of the bottoms that may be
permitted. But public rights such as various forms of recreation, passage or
navigation, fishing, and a potentially expandable list of use rightsremain. The
contest is dynamic, and I believe it will requiregenerations for a "solution" to
evolve. This developing solution will no doubt occur as expectations change
and compromises and accommodations blunt the more intense and publicly
visible instances of disappointment and frustration.

The South Carolina Supreme Court introduced confusion [Wyche,
1978(B)] when it appeared to use the terms "tidal" and "navigable"
synonymously. The implications of this lack of clarity have to do with the
extent of conveyancesbordering tidelands. If the "prima facie" rule has truly
been accepted by the court, there is a presumption that the State owns
intertidal lands adjacent to tractsbordered by tidalwaters. The Cape Romain
case could be read literally to applyan additional requirement of navigability
in fact. However, in cases subsequent to Cape Romain, there are ample
holdingsto the contrary sufficient to persuade that the prima facie rule is the
law in South Carolina.

There are strongdissenting judicial and landowner opinions in South
Carolina that anytrust obligations that do existapplyonlyto submerged lands,
i.e. below the mean low water mark. Others argue that accumulation of
commonlawhistory, provisions of theStateconstitution, litigation reports, and
statutory law combine to persuade one that the majority view existent in the
nation is the correct view for South Carolina, i.e. the state holds the intertidal
lands, or the foreshore, in trust for the people. The state is presently acting
as if that view is the official one. Proponents of this view arguethat the scope
of limitationsimposed by the trust includes a broadrangeof important public
rights or uses other than the traditional uses of navigation, fishing, etc. This
view has been accepted by courts in other states.

Controversy remains in South Carolina andother statesoverwhat, if
any, public rights remain after the state conveys an intertidal tract. In this
unsettled areaof the law,there are three general responses: (1) no alienation
of publictrust lands; (2) legitimate conveyance onlyof certain, narrow private
use interests with the public's rights reserved; and (3) conveyance of both
private and public attributes of title in circumstances where such transfer
enhances the purposes of the trustanddoesnot substantially impairthe public
interest in the lands and water remaining. While it is not entirely without
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doubt, South Carolina probably is in this third category. Georgia falls
somewhere between the second and third responses.

In 1977, South Carolina enacted its Coastal Zone Management Act,
SCCZMA, thusqualifying for approval under the federal statutory program.
The SCCZMA is an important step in the direction of estuarine and critical
area protection. The general scheme is the establishment of a broadly
representative administrative body or council to implement the coastal zone
management program and to exercise direct regulatory control over certain
activities within specified critical areas of the State, such as coastal waters,
tidelands, beaches, and primary ocean front sand dunes.

The SCCZMA includes a list of factors the council must consider
when deciding whether to approve or deny an application. There is a
requirement todevelop acomprehensive management program for theState's
coastal zone, which is theheart of the concept of imposing some controls in
this area of the state.

The major features of the SCCZMA are influenced largely by the
minimum requirements of the federal Coastal Zone Management Act.

The jurisdiction of the program extends only to the critical areas
mentioned above within coastal counties. Both states arguably have accepted
liberal citizen standing standards for enforcement purposes, but I am uneasy
about how long the courts would be so tolerant if significant numbers of
citizens became active.

South Carolina's declaration of state policy and findings has in it
something for everyone. This was a purposeful potpourri to satisfy varied
interests. The practical effect of such a legislative cop-out is that it gives
courts tremendous interpretive latitude. The state depends on "networking"
arrangements between 9 principal state regulatory agencies to provide the
state level implementation authority required by the federal act. Local
governments are required to exercise their authorities in conformity withthe
state program in the critical areas within their jurisdictions.

As previously mentioned, the statute carefully provides for
comprehensive plans, permitting standards, enforcement, and penalties.

Even though South Carolina included a beach erosion control
provision in its original 1977 Act, the Legislature enacted a much more
comprehensive control program in 1988. In that more recent statute, it
declared that theoriginal act simply was not effective enough to"... protect the
integrity of the beach/dune system." The recent legislation is a beautifully
though belatedly crafted act that, ifwielded bybureaucrats with backbone, can
be the beginning of a two-generation correction of 100 years of beach and
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dune system abuse.

The South Carolina statute, Georgia's similar Shore Assistance Act,
and mostof the federal environmental protection statutes of the 1970s share
the revolutionary thread or theme, at least in this branch of the law, of a
systems-sensitive approach. With significant straight-forwardness, they provide
that we determine the natural functioning ofnatural systems and then require
that these facts guide development of criteria and standards upon which
permits are conditioned. I believe itwould be difficult to over-emphasize the
restoration and conservation potential of that concept.

Briefly, the 1988 South Carolina Beachfront Management Act
requires that we find out how sand is moved around bywater and winds and
then set about stopping our destructive interference with those processes.
Boundaries and interaction lines must be drawn that are supposed to evolve
a peace and equilibrium between and among humans, their structures, the
ever-changing sea-land interface and the forces that shape it.

Because myhome states have thereputation of being backward inso
many respects, I never thought I would seesuch sensible and high-potential
policy enactments that look soexplicitly toward restoration and maintenance
of the very attributes that attract humans to the area. Thus, I am optimistic
about the South Carolina Act b spite of the recent case there b which a
federal District Court declared unconstitutional a provision of theBeachfront
Management Act. In that case, a U.S. District Court held that the provision
of the Act preventbg new construction on residential lots, adjacent to the
Atlantic Ocean, withb 20 feet of the coastalbaseline was an unconstitutional
taking of the plaintiffs property. The baselbe at this location was the crest
of an ideal primary oceanfront sand dune. The court determbed that the
statutory limitation left noeconomically viable use of the plaintiffs property.
This opinion does not jeopardize the entire statute. At least, if not modified
on appeal, it probably means that persons who have bvested in upland
property b critical areas must be allowed an economically viable useof then-
land.

Based on reports from practitioners "on the ground" b South
Carolina, it is my understanding that the management process is achieving
acceptance and success in that state. If South Carolina remains committed to
thegoals and processes of the federal CZMA, it will be avast change for the
better when compared to thesituation that existed prior to theadoption of the
SCCZMA.

Thecoastal zone management situation isalittle different b Georgia.
As mentioned earlier, in a battle among special bterests, those desiring to
defeat comprehensive, modern land use management in Georgia's coastal
zone, combined with weak state leadership, were successful b preventbg that
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state from participating b the federal coastal zone management program.
However, the state has generally been much more rigid b opposition to
marshland destruction than has South Carolina.

In the late 1960's, a proposal was made to mbe the phosphate
underlying the marshes of Chatham County around Savannah. This and
related threats provided the impetus for enactment of the Coastal Marshland
Protection Act of 1970 (MPA). The statute and regulations prohibit the
alteration of marshlands in the estuarine areas of the state, defined as those
lands supporting certain types ofvegetation in tidally-bfluenced waters lying
withb a tide elevation range of from 5.6 feet above meantide level andbelow.

There is a disturbing little thread of bconsistencies b responses by
the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR) toapplications to alter
marshlands under the MPA. It is true that, with the exception of the 1-95
highway right-of-way marsh filling, the Marshland Protection Committee,
MPC, has been vigilant in prohibiting or minimize most instances of
significant marsh destruction. But, if one were to examine the entire
performance record of the Committee, administratively a sub-unit of the
DNR, one would discover permitted activities, mostly on a relatively small
scale, that tend toset precedents or establish expectations on the part of later
applicants that the State can ill afford to accommodate. It is difficult or
impossible to assess the motivations of the authorities in circumstances where
they have yielded to special development interests. It is equally difficult to
see a rational pattern in the departures. It seems clear the regulation of
marshland destruction is sometimes bfected by politics. Of course, there is
some "law" involved, but like all environmental protection programs, there is
apolitical context. And, in this context, even the stalwart sometimes feel they
have to yield. It is to the credit of the scientists on the staff of the Marshland
Protection Division ofthe DNR that the politics that beset the DNR generally
have not bankrupted the entire marshland protection scheme.

Applicants may appear before the MPC to present their proposals-a
process that is very informal and often subjective. The staff presents the
applicant's proposal to the Committee with a recommendation for approval
or denial. In general practice, if an applicant cannot secure a positive
recommendation from the MPC staff, theapplication isb trouble. The most
important contact with "officialdom* an applicant makes iswith theMPC staff.
It is at this stage b the process ofan application that a form ofnegotiating
occurs b which it is discovered what the MPC will allow. When the staff
recommends approval, its presentation takes on some characteristics of
advocacy. When it recommends denial, it is a formidable adversary.

The authority of the state to control activities occurring b its
intertidal zone was made secure through a 1976 Georgia Supreme Court
decision. The Ashmore case interpreted a 1902 statute and a related 1945
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constitutional amendment as recognition by the legislature that title to the
foreshore was in the State. Ashmore was an ocean/beach erosion and
accretion controversy. Thus, the state's superior legal position under the
MPA was secured early b its existence.

Though not pointedly directed to protect the usual estuarine and
wetland resources, Georgia's Shore Assistance Act of 1979addresses what it
terms a"... vitalnatural resource system knownas the sand-sharing system ..."
and that this system is a "vital area" of the state. This expansive legislative
findbg and statement of purpose relates additionally to the state's
constitutional provision for protection of "vital areas."

The general scheme of the Shore Assistance Act, the very name of
which is an example of legislative euphemistic pandering to the development
lobby in Georgia, is to control modifications of and structures in near shore
waters and b the area of dynamic dune fields. It attempts to protect the
"sand-sharing system," which it definesas an interdependent sediment system
composed of sand dunes, beaches, and offshore bars and shoals. It is not as
detailed as its South Carolina counterpart, but it has great potential.

The constitutional validity of the Shore Assistance Act was formally
upheld upon a challenge by a wealthy oceanfront resident. The plaintiff
objected to the state's disapproval of an erosion structure, the designof which
dissipated energyb a fashion that wasdestructive of his neighbors' property.
This decision was a coup for good neighborlbess, deference to scientific
analysis, and advocates of systems protection and good government.

Whether by design or neglect, neither the Georgia courts nor the
State Legislature have, b express terms, embraced the public trust doctrine
as a protective management scheme or property concept as has occurred b
California and other jurisdictions where widespread environmental
degradation is the norm. However, the state has accomplished much of the
protections other states have provided pursuant to explicit acceptance of the
"public trust" through evolutionary constitutional and statutory development
such as the Coastal Marshland Protection Act, the Shore Assistance Act, and
the constitutional provision dealingwith vital areas. It is unlikely that, in the
foreseeable future, the courts in Georgia will use the traditional statement of
the public trust as a sole basis for estuarine area and wetland protection.
Rather, it is probable that case law will evolve within the bounds of the
political consensus that has found expression in the two statutes and the
constitutional provision mentioned above.

The author acknowledges the following sources that contributed to
the preparation of this paper. However, assessments, critiques, and
conclusions are strictly those of the author and should not be attributed to
others.
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